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Abstract

Malware can be defined as any type of malicious code that has the po-
tential to harm a computer or network. The volume of malware is growing
faster every year and poses a serious global security threat. Consequently,
malware detection has become a critical topic in computer security. Cu-
rrently, signature-based detection is the most widespread method used in
commercial antivirus. In spite of the broad use of this method, it can detect
malware only after the malicious executable has already caused damage and
provided the malware is adequately documented. Therefore, the signature-
based method consistently fails to detect new malware. In this paper, we
propose a new method to detect unknown malware families. This model is
based on the frequency of the appearance of opcode sequences. Furthermore,
we describe a technique to mine the relevance of each opcode and assess the
frequency of each opcode sequence. In addition, we provide empirical vali-
dation that this new method is capable of detecting unknown malware.
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1. Introduction

Malware (or malicious software) is defined as computer software that has
been explicitly designed to harm computers or networks [58]. In the past,
malware creators were motivated mainly by fame or glory. Most current
malware, however, is economically motivated [51].

Commercial anti-malware solutions rely on a signature database [49] (i.e.,
list of signatures) for detection. An example of a signature is a sequence of
bytes that is always present within a malicious executable and within the files
already infected by that malware. In order to determine a file signature for a
new malicious executable and to devise a suitable solution for it, specialists
must wait until the new malicious executable has damaged several computers
or networks. In this way, suspect files can be analysed by comparing bytes
with the list of signatures. If a match is found, the file under test will be
identified as a malicious executable. This approach has proved to be effective
when the threats are known beforehand.

Several issues render the signature-based method less than completely
reliable: it cannot cope with code obfuscations and cannot detect previously
unseen malware.

Malware writers use code obfuscation techniques [40] to hide the actual
behaviour of their malicious creations [8, 84, 13, 33]. Examples of these
obfuscation algorithms include garbage insertion, which consists on adding
sequences which do not modify the behaviour of the program (e.g., nop ins-
tructions1); code reordering, which changes the order of program instructions
and variable renaming ; which replaces a variable identifier with another one
[15].

Several approaches have been proposed by the research community to
counter these obfuscation techniques. For instance, Sung, Xu and Chavez
[74, 82] introduced a method for computing the similarity between two exe-
cutables by focusing on the degree of similarity within syscall2 sequences.
This approach offered only a limited performance because of its inability
to detect malware while maintaining a low false positive ratio (i.e., benign
executables misclassified as malware).

Several other approaches have been based on so-called Control Flow Graph

1Nop or Noop is an machine code instruction that does not perform any action.
2A syscall or system call is the procedure through which an executable requests a service

from the kernel of the operating system.
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(CFG) analysis. An example was introduced by Lo et al. [45] as part of the
Malicious Code Filter (MCF) project. Their method slices a program into
blocks while looking for tell-tale signs (e.g., operations that change the state
of a program such as network access events and file operations) in order to
determine whether an executable may be malicious.

Bergerson et al. [3] presented several methods for disassembling of binary
executables, helping to build a representation of the execution of binary
executables and improved the slicing of a program into idioms (i.e., sequences
of instructions). It is also worth to mention the work of Christodorescu
and Jha [16], who proposed a method based on CFG analysis to handle
obfuscations in malicious software. Later, Christodorescu et al. [17] improved
on this work by including semantic-templates of malicious specifications.

Two approaches have been developed to deal with unknown malware that
classic signature method cannot handle: anomaly detectors and data-mining-
based detectors. These approaches have been also used in similar domains
like intrusion detection [39, 23, 77, 27]

Anomaly detectors use information retrieved from benign software to ob-
tain a benign behaviour profile. Then, every significant deviation from this
profile is qualified as suspicious. Li et al. [42] proposed the fileprint (or
n-gram) analysis in which a model or set of models attempt to characterise
several file types on a system based on their structural (byte) composition.
The main assumption behind this analysis is that benign files are composed
of predictable regular byte structures for their respective types. Likewise, Cai
et al. [9] used byte sequence frequencies detect malware. Their goal was to
use only information about benign software to measure the deviations from
the benign behaviour profile. Specifically, they applied a Gaussian Likelihood
Model fitted with Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [31]. Unfortunately,
these methods usually have a high false positive ratio that renders them
difficult for commercial antivirus vendors to adopt.

Data-mining-based approaches rely on datasets that include several cha-
racteristic features for of both malicious samples and benign software to
build classification tools that detect malware in the wild (i.e., undocumented
malware). To this end, Schultz et al. [69] were the first to introduce the
idea of applying data-mining models to the detection of different malicious
programs based on their respective binary codes. Specifically, they applied
several classifiers to three different feature extraction approaches: program
headers, string features and byte sequence features. Later, Kolter et al. [36]
improved the results obtained by Schulz et al. by using n-grams (i.e., over-
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lapping byte sequences) instead of non-overlapping sequences. This method
used several algorithms and the best results were achieved with a Boosted3

Decision Tree. In a similar vein, substantial research has focussed on n-gram
distributions of byte sequences and data mining [50, 71, 85, 67]. Still, most of
these methods are limited as they count certain bytes in the malware body;
because most of the common transformations operate at the source level,
these detection methods can be easily thwarted [14]. These approaches were
also used by Perdisci et al. [54] to detect packed executables. Perdisci et al.
[54] proposed their first approach based on (i) the extraction of some fea-
tures from the Portable Executable (PE), e.g., the number of standard and
non-standard sections, the number of executable sections, the entropy of the
PE header; and (ii) the classification through machine-learning models, e.g.,
Näıve Bayes, J48 and MLP. Later, Perdisci et al. [55] evolved their method
and developed a fast statistical malware detection tool. They added new n-
gram-based classifiers to combine their results with the previous MLP-based
classifier.

Given the state of current research, we propose a new method for unk-
nown malware detection using a data-mining-based approach. We use a re-
presentation based on opcodes (i.e., operational codes in machine language).
Our method is based on the frequency of appearance of opcode-sequences: it
trains several data-mining algorithms in order to detect unknown malware. A
recent study [4] statistically analysed the ability of single opcodes to serve as
the basis for malware detection and confirmed their high reliability for deter-
mining the maliciousness of executables. In a previous work [66], we presen-
ted an approach focused on detecting obfuscated malware variants using the
frequency of appearance of opcode-sequences to build an information retrie-
val representation of executables. We now extend our research by focusing
on the detection of unknown malware using data-mining techniques.

Specifically, we advance the state of the art with the following three con-
tributions:

• We show how to use an opcode-sequence-frequency representation of
executables to detect and classify malware.

• We provide empirical validation of our method with an extensive study

3Boosting is a machine learning technique that builds a strong classifier composed by
weak classifiers [68].
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of data-mining models for detecting and classifying unknown malicious
software.

• We show that the proposed methods achieve high detection rates, even
for completely new and previously unseen threats. We also discuss
the shortcomings of the proposed model and suggest possible enhance-
ments.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes a
method to calculate a weight of the relevance of each opcode. Section 3 details
the method for the representation of executables. Section 4 outline the data-
mining approaches used. Section 5 describes the experiments performed and
present results. Section 6 discusses the proposed method. Finally, Section 7
concludes the paper and outlines avenues for future work.

2. Finding a measure for the ability of opcodes to detect malware

In a recent work Bilar [4] investigated the ability of operational codes
to detect malware. This study concluded that opcodes reveal significant
statistical differences between malware and legitimate software and that rare
opcodes are better predictor than common opcodes. The operands in the
machine code were omitted and the opcodes by themselves were capable to
statistically explain the variability between malware and legitimate software.

Therefore, our approach only uses opcodes and we discard the operands
within the instructions. First, we extend this previous study by providing
a method that measures the relevance of individual opcodes. To this end,
we employ a methodology that computes a weight for each operational code.
This weighting represents the relevance of the opcode to malicious and benign
executables based on whether it appears more frequently in malware or in
benign executables.

We collected malware from the VxHeavens website4 to assemble a malware
dataset of 13,189 malware executables. This dataset contained only Portable
Executable (PE)5 executable files, and it was made up of different types of
malicious software (e.g., computer viruses, Trojan horses and spyware). For

4http://vx.netlux.org/
5The Portable Executable (PE) format is a file format for executables, object code and

DLLs, used in Microsoft Windows operating systems.
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the benign software dataset, we collected 13,000 executables from our com-
puters. This benign dataset included text processors, drawing tools, windows
games, Internet browsers and PDF viewers. We confirmed that the benign
executables were not infected because any infections would have distorted
the results. We achieved this via analysis of the benign files using Eset An-
tivirus6.

The method for computing the relevance of opcodes is composed of the
following steps:

1. Disassembling the executables: We used the NewBasic Assembler7

as the main tool for obtaining the assembly files.

2. Generation of opcode profile file: Using the generated assembly
files, we built opcode profiles. Each file contains a list with the ope-
rational code and the times that each opcode appears within both the
benign software dataset and the malicious software dataset.

3. Computation of opcode relevance: We computed the relevance of
each opcode based on the frequency it appears in each dataset. We
used Mutual Information [53] (shown in equation 1) to measure the
statistical dependence of the two variables:

I(X;Y ) =
∑
yϵY

∑
xϵX

p(x, y) log

(
p(x, y)

p(x) · p(y)

)
(1)

where X is the opcode frequency and Y is the class of the file (i.e.,
malware or benign software), p(x, y) is the joint probability distribution
function of X and Y , and p(x) and p(y) are the marginal probability
distribution functions of X and Y . In our particular case, we defined
the two variables as the single opcode and whether or not the instance
was malware. Note that this weight only measures the relevance of a
single opcode and not the relevance of an opcode sequence.

Once we had computed the mutual information between each opcode and
the executable class, we sorted and generated an opcode relevance file. The
opcode frequency file was saved so that we may calculate the relevance of the
opcodes in future research using other measures such as the gain ratio [46]
or chi-square [30].

6http://www.eset.com/
7http://www.frontiernet.net/ fys/newbasic.htm
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This list of opcode relevances helped with more accurate malware detec-
tion because we were able to weight the final representation of executables
using the calculated opcode relevances and reducing noise from irrelevant
opcodes. Specifically, we observed that the most common opcodes, such as
push, mov or add, tended to be weighted low in the results.

These weights may be considered a replacement for the Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF) measure [62] used in the Vector Space Model [65] for infor-
mation retrieval. The IDF weighting terms occur in documents based on the
frequency with which they appear in the whole document. Our method per-
forms a similar task by using mutual information instead of simply counting
occurrences. Our method is also easier to update, using the total number of
opcode occurrences in each dataset (both malicious and benign).

3. Feature Extraction

To represent executables using opcodes, we extract the opcode-sequences
and their frequency of appearance. More specifically, a program ρ may be
defined as a sequence of instructions I where ρ = (I1, I2, ..., In−1, In). An
instruction is a 2-tuple composed of an operational code and a parameter
or a list of parameters. Since opcodes are significant by themselves [4], we
discard the parameters and assume that the program was composed only of
opcodes. These opcodes are gathered into several blocks that we call opcode
sequences.

Specifically, we define a program ρ as a set of ordered opcodes o, ρ =
(o1, o2, o3, o4, ..., oℓ−1, oℓ), where ℓ is the number of instructions I of the pro-
gram ρ. An opcode sequence os is defined as a subgroup of opcodes within
the executable file where os ⊆ ρ; it is made up of opcodes o, os = (o1, o2, o3,
..., om1, om) where m is the length of the sequence of opcodes os.

Consider an example based on the assembly code snippet shown Figure
1; the following sequences of length 2 can be generated: s1 = (mov, add),
s2 = (add, push), s3 = (push, add), s4 = (add, and), s5 = (and, push), s6 =
(push, push) and s7 = (push, and). Because most of the common operations
that can be used for malicious purposes require more than one machine code
operation, we propose the use of sequences of opcodes instead of individual
opcodes. We added syntactical information by using this representation since
we wished to better identify blocks of instructions (opcode sequences) that
pass on malicious behaviour to an executable.
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mov ax,0000h

add [0BA1Fh],cl

push cs

add [si+0CD09h],dh

and [bx+si+4C01h],di

push sp

push 7369h

and [bx+si+72h],dh

Figure 1: Assembly code example.

It is hard to establish an optimal value for the lengths of the sequences; a
small value will fail to detect complex malicious blocks of operations whereas
long sequences can easily be avoided with simple obfuscation techniques.
Besides, long opcode sequences will introduce a high performance overhead.

Afterwards, we compute the frequency of occurrence of each opcode se-
quence within the file by using Term Frequency (TF) [48] (shown in equation
2) that is a weight widely used in information retrieval [83]:

tfi,j =
ni,j∑
k nk,j

(2)

where ni,j is the number of times the sequence si,j (in our case opcode se-
quence) appears in an executable e, and

∑
k nk,j is the total number of terms

in the executable e (in our case the total number of possible opcode sequen-
ces)

We compute this measure for every possible opcode sequence of fixed
length n, thereby acquiring a vector v⃗ of the frequencies of opcode sequences
si = (o1, o2, o3, ..., on−1, on). We weighted the frequency of occurrence of this
opcode sequence using the relevance weights described in Section 2.

We define the Weighted Term Frequency (WTF) as the result of weigh-
ting the TF with the relevance of each opcode when calculating the term
frequency. Specifically, we computed the WTF as the product of sequence
frequency and the calculated weight of every opcode in the sequence:

wtfi,j = tfi,j ·
∏
ozϵS

weight(oz)

100
(3)

where weight(oz) is the calculated weight, by means of mutual information
gain, for the opcode oz and tfi,j is the sequence frequency measure for the
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given opcode sequence.
Applying the previously calculated weighted sequence frequencies, we

obtain a vector v⃗ composed of weighted opcode-sequence frequencies, v⃗ =
((os1, wtf1), (os2, wtf2), (os3, wtf3), ..., (osn−1, wtfn−1), (osn, wtfn)), where osi
is the opcode sequence and wtfi is the weighted term frequency for that par-
ticular opcode sequence. Using the resultant vector representation of the
files, we are able to, one hand, compute a similarity between two input files
to detect malware variants and on the other hand, train machine-learning
classifiers to detect unknown malware.

4. Data-mining-based Classification

Offering protection from unknown malware is an important challenge in
malware detection due to the increasing growth of malware. Data mining ap-
proaches usually rely on machine-learning algorithms that use both malicious
executables and benign software to detect malware in the wild [28, 29, 81, 70].

Machine learning is a discipline within Artificial Intelligence (AI) concer-
ned with the design and development of algorithms that allow computers to
reason and make decisions based on data [5]. Generally, machine-learning
algorithms can be classified into three different types: supervised learning,
unsupervised learning and semi-supervised learning algorithms. First, su-
pervised machine-learning algorithms, or classifying algorithms, require the
training dataset to be properly labelled (in our case, knowing whether an ins-
tance is malware) [37]. Second, unsupervised machine-learning algorithms,
or clustering algorithms, try to assess how data are organised into different
groups called clusters. In this type of machine-learning, data do not need to
be labelled [38]. Finally, semi-supervised machine-learning algorithms use a
mixture of both labelled and unlabelled data in order to build models, thus
improving the accuracy of unsupervised methods [12].

Since in our case malware can be properly labelled, we use supervised
machine-learning. In future work, however, we would also like to test the
ability of unsupervised methods to detect malware. In the remainder of this
section, we review several supervised machine-learning approaches that have
succeeded in similar domains [67, 69, 36].

4.1. Decision Trees

Decision Tree classifiers are a type of machine-learning classifiers that
can be graphically represented as a tree (Figure 2 shows an snippet of the
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actual decision tree generated). The internal nodes represent conditions of
the problem variables, and their final nodes (or leaves) constitute the final
decision of the algorithm [60]. In our case, the final nodes would represent
whether an executable is malware or not.

Figure 2: Extract of the Decision Tree.

Formally, a decision tree graph G = (V,E) consists on a not empty set of
finite nodes V and a set of arcs E. If the set of arcs is composed of ordered
bi-tuples (v, w) of vertices, then we say that the graph is directed. A path is
defined as an arc sequence of the form (v1, v2), (v2, v3), ..., (vn−1, vn). Paths
can be expressed by origin, end and distance (i.e., the minimum number of
arcs from the origin to the end). In addition, if (v, w) is an arc within the
tree, v is considered the parent of w. Otherwise, w is defined as the child
node of v. The single node with no parent is defined as the root node. Every
other node in the tree is defined as an internal node. In order to build the
representation of the tree, a set of binary questions (yes-no) are answered.

There are several training algorithms that are typically used to learn
the graph structure of these trees by means of a labelled dataset. In this
work, we use Random Forest, which is an ensemble (i.e., combination of
weak classifiers) of different randomly-built decision trees [7]. Further, we
also use J48, the Weka [25] implementation of the C4.5 algorithm [61].
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4.2. Support Vector Machines (SVM)

SVM classifiers consist of a hyperplane dividing a n-dimensional-space-
based representation of the data into two regions (shown in Figure 3). This
hyperplane is the one that maximises the margin between the two regions
or classes (in our case, malware or benign software). Maximal margin is
defined by the largest distance between the examples of the two classes com-
puted from the distance between the closest instances of both classes (called
supporting vectors) [80].

Figure 3: Example of a SVM classifier in a bi-dimensional space.

Formally, the optimal hyperplane is represented by a vector w and a scalar
m in a way that the inner products of w with vectors ϕ(Xi) from the two
classes are divided by an interval between −1 and +1 subject to m:

(w, ϕ(Xi)) −m ≥ +1 (4)

for every Xi that belongs to the first class (in our case malware) and

(w, ϕ(Xi)) −m ≤ −1 (5)

for every Xi that belongs to the second class (in our case benign software).
The optimisation problem that involves finding w and m can be formula-

ted solely in terms of inner products ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj) between data points when
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this problem is stated in the dual form from quadratic programming [5]. In
mathematics, an inner product space is a vector space with the additional
structure called an inner product. This structure relates each pair of vectors
in the space with a scalar quantity known as the inner product of the vec-
tors. A specific case of inner product is the well-known dot product between
vectors.

A kernel is thus defined by α(ϕ(Xi), ϕ(Xj)) = xi ·ϕ(Xj) forming the linear
kernel with inner products. Generally, instead of using inner products, the
so-called kernel functions are applied. These kernel functions lead to non-
linear classification surfaces, such as polynomial, radial or sigmoid surfaces
[1].

4.3. K-Nearest Neighbours

The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [24] algorithm is one of the simplest
supervised machine-learning algorithms for classifying instances. This met-
hod classifies an unknown instance based on the class (in our case, malware
or benign software) of the instance nearest to it in the training space (see
Figure 4).

Figure 4: Example of a KNN classifier in a bidimensional space.

Specifically, the training phase of this algorithm presents a set of training
data instances S = {s1, s2, .., sm} in a n-dimensional space where n is the
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number of variables for each instance (e.g., the frequency of occurence for
each opcode sequence).

Furthermore, the classification phase of an unknown instance is conducted
by measuring the distance between the training instances and the unknown
specimen. In this way, establishing the distance between two points X and
Y in a n-dimensional space can be achieved by using any distance measure.
In our case, we use Euclidean Distance:√√√√ n∑

i=0

(Xi − Yi)2 (6)

There are several methods for determining the class of the unknown sam-
ple; the most commonly used technique is to classify the unknown instance
as the most common class among its K-Nearest Neighbours.

4.4. Bayesian Networks

Bayes’ Theorem [2] is the basis of the so-called Bayesian inference, a
statistical reasoning method that determines, based on a number of observa-
tions, the probability that a hypothesis may be true. Bayes’ theorem adjusts
the probabilities as new informations becomes available. According to its
classical formulation (shown in equation 7), given two events A and B, the
conditional probability P (A|B) that A occurs if B occurs can be obtained if
we know the probability that A occurs, P (A), the probability that B occurs,
P (B), and the conditional probability of B given A, P (B|A).

P (A|B) =
P (B|A) · P (A)

P (B)
(7)

Bayesian networks [52] are probabilistic models for multivariate analysis.
Formally, they are directed acyclic graphs associated with a probability dis-
tribution function [11]. Nodes in the graph represent variables (which can
be either a premise or a conclusion) while the arcs represent conditional de-
pendencies between such variables. The probability function illustrates the
strength of these relationships in the graph [11]. Figure 5 shows a repre-
sentation of the actual problem as a simplified Bayesian network. Nodes in
the graph are variables of the classification problem. Each node has a condi-
tional probability function associated to it. One of the nodes (or several in
other cases) is the output node, which in our case is whether an executable
is malicious or not.
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Figure 5: Example of a Bayesian network representing the malware classification problem.

If we let a Bayesian network B be defined as a pair, B = (D,P ), where D
is a directed acyclic graph, P = {p(x1|Ψ2), ..., p(xn|Ψn)} is the set composed
by n conditional probability functions, one for each variable and Ψi is the
set of parent nodes of the node Xi in D. The set P is defined as a joint
probability density function (shown in equation 8):

P (x) =
n∏

i=1

p(xi|Ψi) (8)

For our needs, the most important ability of Bayesian networks is their
ability to infer the probability of a certain hypothesis being true (e.g., the
probability of an executable being malicious or legitimate) given a historical
dataset.

5. Experiments and Results

In order to validate our proposed method, we used two different datasets
to test the system: a malware dataset and a benign software dataset. We
downloaded several malware samples from the VxHeavens website to assem-
ble a malware dataset of 17,000 malicious programs, including 585 malware
families that represent different types of malware such as Trojan horses, vi-
ruses and worms. Among the malware programs used for our experiment, we
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use variants of SDBot, Alamar, Bropia, Snowdoor, JSGen, Kelvir, Skydance,
Caznova, Sonic, Redhack and Theef.

Even though they had already been labelled with their family and va-
riant names, we scanned them using Eset Antivirus to confirm this labelling.
We also use PEiD8 to analyse whether malware was packed. We removed
any packed samples and selected a total of 1,000 malicious executables. We
confirmed that the remainder of the executables were not the result of com-
pilation by many different compilers to avoid distortion of the results (a more
detailed discussion is provided in section 6).

For the benign dataset, we gathered 1,000 legitimate executables from our
computers. As we did when computing the relevance of opcodes in Section
2, we performed an analysis of the benign files using Eset Antivirus.

We extracted the opcode-sequence representation for every file in that
dataset for different opcode-sequence lengths n. Specifically, we extracted
features for n = 1 and n = 2. The reason of not extracting further opcode-
sequence lengths is that the underlying complexity of machine-learning met-
hods and the huge amount of features obtained would render the extrac-
tion very slow. We also used the two opcode-sequence lengths combined: a
feature-set composed by the frequencies of occurrence with lengths of one
and two.

The number of features obtained with an opcode-sequence length of two
and above was very high (see Figure 8). To deal with this, we applied a
feature selection step using Information Gain [34] and we selected the top
1000 features, which represent the 0.6 % of the total number of features in the
case of n = 2. On we obtained the reduced datasets, we tested the suitability
of our proposed approach using the following steps:

• Cross validation: In order to evaluate the performance of machine-
learning classifiers, k-fold cross validation is usually used in machine-
learning experiments [5].

This technique assesses how the results of the predictive models will
generalise to an independent data set. It involves partitioning the sam-
ple of data into subsets, performing the training step with one subset
(called the training set) and validating with the remaining dataset (ca-
lled the test set). To reduce the variability, cross validation performs

8http://www.peid.info/
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multiple rounds with different partitions, which are defined with the
parameter k. The results of each round are averaged to estimate the
global measures of the tested model.

Thereby, for each classifier we tested, we performed a k-fold cross va-
lidation [35] with k = 10. In this way, our dataset was split 10 times
into 10 different sets of learning (90% of the total dataset) and testing
(10% of the total data).

• Learning the model: For each validation step, we conducted the
learning phase of each algorithm with each training dataset, applying
different parameters or learning algorithms depending on the concrete
classifier. The algorithms use the default parameters in the well-known
machine-learning tool WEKA [25]. Specifically, we used the following
four models:

– Decision Trees (DT): We used Random Forest [7] and J48 (Weka’s
C4.5 [61] implementation).

– K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN): We performed experiments over the
range k = 1 to k = 10 to train KNN.

– Bayesian networks (BN): We used several structural learning al-
gorithms; K2 [18], Hill Climber [64] and Tree Augmented Näıve
(TAN) [26]. We also performed experiments with a Näıve Bayes
classifier [41].

– Support Vector Machines (SVM): We used a Sequential Minimal
Optimization (SMO) algorithm [57] and performed experiments
with a polynomial kernel [1], a normalised polynomial kernel [1],
Pearson VII function-based universal kernel [79], and a Radial
Basis Runction (RBF) based kernel [1].

• Testing the model: In order to measure the processing overhead
of the proposed model, we measure the required representation time,
number of features, feature selection time, training time and testing
time:

– Disassembling time: It measures the time that the disassembler
requires to extract the assembly representation of the files. For
this step, we used an Intel Pentium M clocked at 1.73Ghz with 1
GB of RAM memory because it was the only machine available
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with a x32 Operative System installed, which NewBasic Assembler
requires.

– Representation time: It measures the time required to build the
representation of the executables. To this end, we tested with
different opcode-sequence length ranked from 1 to 4. For this
step, we used a Intel Core 2 Quad CPU clocked at 2.83 GHz with
8 GB of RAM memory.

– Number of features: It measures the number of different opcode
sequences for each opcode-sequence length from 1 to 4. For this
step, we used a Intel Core 2 Quad CPU clocked at 2.83 GHz with
8 GB of RAM memory.

– Feature selection: It measures the time required for the selection
of the most relevant opcode sequences. We used a Intel Core 2
Quad CPU clocked at 2.83 GHz with 8 GB of RAM memory.

– Training time: It measures the needed overhead for building the
different machine-learning algorithms. We used a Intel Core 2
Quad CPU clocked at 2.83 GHz with 8 GB of RAM memory.

– Testing time: It measures the total time that the models require
for evaluating the testing instances in the dataset. We used a
Intel Core 2 Quad CPU clocked at 2.83 GHz with 8 GB of RAM
memory.

To evaluate each classifier’s capability, we measured the True Positive
Ratio (TPR), i.e., the number of malware instances correctly detected,
divided by the total number of malware files (shown in equation 9):

TPR =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

where TP is the number of malware cases correctly classified (true
positives) and FN is the number of malware cases misclassified as
legitimate software (false negatives).

We also measured the False Positive Ratio (FPR), i.e., the number
of benign executables misclassified as malware divided by the total
number of benign files (shown in equation 10):
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FPR =
FP

FP + TN
(10)

where FP is the number of benign software cases incorrectly detected
as malware and TN is the number of legitimate executables correctly
classified.

TPR and FPR establish the cost of misclassification. It is important
to set the cost of false negatives (1−TPR) and false positives, in other
words, establish whether is better to classify a malware as legitimate or
to classify a benign software as malware. In particular, since our frame-
work is devoted to detect new and unknown malware, one may think
that it is more important to detect more malware than to minimise
false positives. However, for commercial reasons, one may think just
the opposite: a user can be bothered if their legitimate applications
are flagged as malware. Therefore, we consider that the importance
of the cost is established by the way our framework will be used. If
it is used as a complement to standard anti-malware systems then we
should focus on minimising false positives. Otherwise, if the frame-
work is used within antivirus laboratories to decide which executables
should be further analysed then we should minimise false negatives (or
maximise true positives). To tune the proposed method, we can apply
two techniques: (i) whitelisting and blacklisting or (ii) cost-sensitive
learning. White and black lists store a signature of an executable in
order to be flagged either as malware (blacklisting) or benign software
(whitelisting). On the other hand, cost-sensitive learning is a machine-
learning technique where one can specify the cost of each error and the
classifiers are trained taking into account that consideration [22].

Furthermore, we measured accuracy, i.e., the total number of the clas-
sifier’s hits divided by the number of instances in the whole dataset
(shown in equation 11):

Accuracy(%) =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TP + TN
· 100 (11)

Besides, we measured the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) that
establishes the relation between false negatives and false positives [73].
The ROC (Receiver Operator Characteristics) curve is obtained by
plotting the TPR against the FPR.
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Figure 6: Time results for extracting the assembly code from the binary. As we can see
the required time increases along with the opcode-sequence length and the size of the
executable.

Figure 7: Time results for the representation time. As we can see the required time
increases along with the opcode-sequence length and the size of the executable.
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Figure 8: The number of features for different opcode-sequence lengths. As we can see the
number of different opcode sequences increases along with the opcode-sequence length.

Figure 6 shows the time required for NewBasic Assembler to extract the
assembly representation from the binary executables. Obviously, the greater
the size of the executable, the greater the required time for the disassembly
step.

Figure 7 shows the representation times for n = 1, n = 2, n = 3 and
n = 4. This step utilises the assembly files generated by the NewBasic
Assembler and builds the opcode-sequence representations. In particular, for
a opcode-sequence length of 1, the average representation time was 149.31
milliseconds; for n = 2 the average time was 182.12 milliseconds; for n = 3
was 285.56 milliseconds and for n = 4 it was 1254.36 milliseconds. Therefore,
the required representation time is exponential to the opcode-sequence length
while remains lineal with regards to the executable size.

With regards to number of different opcode-sequences extracted, Figure
8 shows the tendency of the number of different opcode sequences. In this
step, we deleted the opcode-sequences which have always a value of 0 of
WTF (Weighted Term Frequency) from the representation to reduce the
total number of different features. The number of different opcode sequences
increases with the chosen opcode-sequence length. In particular, for n = 1
we obtained 348 different sequences, 51,949 for n = 2, 1,360,744 for n = 3
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and 10,309,792 different opcode sequences for n = 4.

Table 1: Time results for the feature reduction step.

N Feature Selection Time (ms)
1 Not required
2 731,038.17
1 & 2 Combined 1,003,985.76
3 N/A
4 N/A

Table 1 shows the required time for the selection of the top 1,000 opcode
sequences using Information Gain [34]. For n = 1, there was no need of a
feature selection step since the total number of opcode sequences was 348.
For n = 2, a total time of 731,038.17 milliseconds were required. For opcode-
sequence length longer than 2 we were unable to perform a feature selection
step using the following machine: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU clocked at 2.83
GHz with 8 GB of RAM memory. In fact, we were not able to open the
file with the WEKA software [25] to perform the top 1,000 feature selection
step neither to use an implementation of the feature selection step using the
WEKA API. Therefore, the rest of the steps are only tested for n = 1, n = 2
and the combination of opcode sequences of length 1 and 2.

Table 2 shows the required time to train and test the data-mining mo-
dels with an opcode-sequence length of 1. Note that we did not reduce the
number of features of this dataset. The KNN algorithm did not require any
training time. However, it was the slowest in terms of testing time, with
results between 1.13 and 1.66 milliseconds. SVM with polynomial kernel was
the fastest of the tested configurations for SVM, achieving a training time
of 1.42 milliseconds and a testing time of 0.01 milliseconds. Näıve Bayes
required 5.83 milliseconds for training and 0.53 seconds for testing. The per-
formance of the Bayesian networks depended on the algorithm used. Overall,
we found that K2 is the fastest Bayesian classifier, requiring 9.29 milliseconds
for training and 0.22 milliseconds for testing. TAN had the slowest training
time at 2585.08 milliseconds; however, it only required 0.32 milliseconds for
the testing step. Among the decision trees, Random Forest performed faster
than J48, with 4.37 milliseconds of training time and 0.00 milliseconds of
testing time.

Table 3 shows the required time to train and test the data-mining models
with an opcode-sequence length of 2. This time, we reduced the number
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Table 2: Time results of data-mining classifiers for n = 1.

Classifier Training Time (ms) Testing Time (ms)
KNN K=1 0± 0.00 1.13± 0.10
KNN K=2 0± 0.00 1.29± 0.10
KNN K=3 0± 0.00 1.35± 0.10
KNN K=4 0± 0.00 1.43± 0.10
KNN K=5 0± 0.00 1.43± 0.10
KNN K=6 0± 0.00 1.44± 0.10
KNN K=7 0± 0.00 1.50± 0.10
KNN K=8 0± 0.00 1.58± 0.11
KNN K=9 0± 0.00 1.62± 0.09
KNN K=10 0± 0.00 1.66± 0.12
DT: J48 43.03± 3.56 0.00± 0.00
DT: Random Forest 4.37± 0.20 0.00± 0.00
SVM: RBF 14.18± 1.68 0.58± 0.04
SVM: Polynomial 1.42± 0.11 0.01± 0.00
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 5.58± 0.55 0.36± 0.03
SVM: Pearson VII 9.22± 0.76 0.49± 0.04
Näıve Bayes 5.83± 0.11 0.53± 0.06
BN: K2 9.29± 0.80 0.22± 0.06
BN: Hill Climber 2069.48± 34.89 0.20± 0.03
BN: TAN 2585.08± 226.31 0.32± 0.04

of features of this dataset to 1,000. KNN was also the slowest in terms of
testing time for this configuration, with results between 2.96 and 4.82 mi-
lliseconds. SVM with polynomial kernel was also the fastest of the tested
configurations for SVM, achieving a training time of 3.76 milliseconds and a
testing time of 0.01 milliseconds. Näıve Bayes required 4.29 milliseconds for
training and 0.10 seconds for testing. Overall, we found that K2 is the fastest
Bayesian classifier, requiring 8.93 milliseconds for training and 0.10 millise-
conds for testing. TAN had the slowest training time at 488.69 milliseconds
while it only required 0.15 milliseconds for the testing step. Random Forest
performed also faster than J48, with 2.68 milliseconds of training time.

Table 4 shows the required time to train and test the data-mining models
with a combined opcode-sequence length of 1 and 2. This time, the results
were nearly the same than the results for an opcode-sequence length of 2
because the number of features was the same: 1,000 features.

Table 5, Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the results for an opcode-sequence
length of one. This opcode-sequence length represents only executable files
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Table 3: Time results of data-mining classifiers for n = 2

Classifier Training Time (ms) Testing Time (ms)
KNN K=1 0.00± 0.00 2.96± 0.16
KNN K=2 0.00± 0.00 3.95± 0.39
KNN K=3 0.00± 0.00 4.11± 0.26
KNN K=4 0.00± 0.00 4.34± 0.18
KNN K=5 0.00± 0.00 4.54± 0.17
KNN K=6 0.00± 0.00 4.6± 0.175
KNN K=7 0.00± 0.00 4.96± 0.28
KNN K=8 0.00± 0.00 5.18± 0.19
KNN K=9 0.00± 0.00 4.70± 0.20
KNN K=10 0.00± 0.00 4.82± 0.16
DT: J48 32.43± 3.73 0.00± 0.00
DT: Random Forest N=10 2.68± 0.09 0.00± 0.01
SVM: RBF 33.08± 7.44 1.76± 0.09
SVM: Polynomial 3.76± 0.25 0.01± 0.00
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 16.35± 1.26 1.30± 0.07
SVM: Pearson VII 56.47± 3.31 3.20± 0.09
Näıve Bayes 4.29± 0.24 0.10± 0.03
BN: K2 8.93± 1.09 0.10± 0.02
BN: Hill Climber 501.71± 31.60 0.10± 0.02
BN: TAN 488.69± 7.80 0.15± 0.01

as a statistical distribution of opcodes. The best results were obtained by
the SVM trained with Pearson VII kernel, which yielded an accuracy of
92.92%. Nearly every classifier yielded results with accuracies greater than
90%. Nevertheless, Bayesian networks trained with K2, Hill Climber and
Näıve Bayes performed worse that their counterparts. The best TPR results
were achieved by KNN K=2 with a TPR of 0.95. Most of classifiers obtained
a detection ratio higher than 85%, except of, as occurred in accuracy results,
Bayesian networks trained with K2, Hill Climber, Näıve Bayes and SVM
trained with Radial Basis Function Kernel. In terms of FPR false positive
ratio, a very important measure, especially for commercial antivirus software,
the lowest rate of false positive was achieved using SVM trained with Pearson
VII Kernel. Bayesian networks trained with K2 and Hill Climber, Näıve
Bayes and KNN with K=2 yielded a FPR higher or equal than 0.10. Finally,
with regards to the area under the ROC curve, all classifiers other than Näıve
Bayes and SVM trained with RBF Kernel, achieved areas bigger than 0.90.

When using a length of two (shown in Table 6, Figure 11 and Figure 12),
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Table 4: Time results of data-mining classifiers for the combination of features of opcode-
sequence length of 1 and 2.

Classifier Training Time (ms) Testing Time (ms)
KNN K=1 0.00± 0.00 3.64± 0.22
KNN K=2 0.00± 0.00 4.31± 0.20
KNN K=3 0.00± 0.02 4.60± 0.28
KNN K=4 0.00± 0.00 4.88± 0.22
KNN K=5 0.00± 0.00 5.20± 0.28
KNN K=6 0.00± 0.00 5.23± 0.25
KNN K=7 0.00± 0.00 5.53± 0.24
KNN K=8 0.00± 0.00 5.09± 6.38
KNN K=9 0.00± 0.00 5.84± 0.27
KNN K=10 0.00± 0.00 5.97± 0.27
DT: J48 32.43± 2.98 0.00± 0.00
DT: Random Forest N=10 2.68± 0.16 0.00± 0.00
SVM: RBF 34.24± 3.07 1.76± 2.02
SVM: Polynomial 5.35± 0.34 0.02± 0.01
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 18.88± 1.69 1.87± 0.17
SVM: Pearson VII 58.19± 4.03 3.41± 0.20
Näıve Bayes 4.29± 0.19 0.12± 0.03
BN: K2 9.16± 0.33 0.12± 0.02
BN: Hill Climber 453.93± 35.06 0.10± 0.03
BN: TAN 448.63± 10.27 0.14± 0.01

the results substantially improved. The results for SVM trained with Norma-
lised Polynomial Kernel were the best, at 95.90%. Bayesian networks trained
with K2 and Hill Climber were the worst in terms of accuracy — weaker than
90%. In terms of TPR, Random Forest, SVM trained with Polynomial Kernel
and KNN K=2 yielded the best results, 96%. With the exception of Bayesian
networks trained with K2 and Hill Climber, the classifiers all achieved ratios
higher than 0.85. For FPR, SVM trained with the Normalised Polynomial
Kernel outperformed the rest of classifiers with a ratio of 0.2. Finally, every
model obtained results for AUC greater than 90%.

Surprisingly, the results for the combination of opcode sequences with
lengths one and two (refer to Table 7, Figure 13 and Figure 14), did not yield
better results than experiments with n = 2. Specifically, the results were
slightly lower than those obtained with the sequences of length two, with the
exception of the Bayesian networks algorithms. In terms of model accuracy,
SVM trained with the Normalised Polynomial Kernel achieved 95.80% ac-
curacy, 0.10% less than the previous result using an opcode-sequence length
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Table 5: Results for an opcode-sequence length of 1.

Classifier Accuracy (%) TPR FPR AUC
KNN K=1 92.83± 1.90 0.93± 0.02 0.07± 0.03 0.93± 0.02
KNN K=2 90.75± 2.04 0.95± 0.02 0.14± 0.03 0.95± 0.02
KNN K=3 91.71± 1.95 0.91± 0.03 0.08± 0.03 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=4 91.40± 2.04 0.93± 0.03 0.10± 0.03 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=5 90.95± 2.08 0.90± 0.03 0.08± 0.02 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=6 90.87± 2.08 0.91± 0.03 0.10± 0.03 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=7 90.80± 2.28 0.89± 0.04 0.07± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=8 90.68± 2.25 0.90± 0.03 0.09± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=9 90.40± 2.25 0.88± 0.03 0.08± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=10 90.36± 2.31 0.90± 0.03 0.09± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
DT: J48 91.25± 2.15 0.92± 0.03 0.09± 0.03 0.91± 0.03
DT: Random Forest N=10 91.43± 1.98 0.92± 0.03 0.09± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
SVM: RBF 81.67± 2.57 0.67± 0.05 0.03± 0.02 0.82± 0.03
SVM: Polynomial 89.65± 2.08 0.88± 0.03 0.09± 0.03 0.90± 0.02
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 91.67± 2.05 0.88± 0.04 0.05± 0.02 0.92± 0.02
SVM: Pearson VII 92.92± 1.86 0.89± 0.03 0.03± 0.02 0.93± 0.02
Näıve Bayes 79.64± 3.02 0.90± 0.03 0.31± 0.05 0.86± 0.02
BN: K2 84.24± 3.02 0.79± 0.05 0.10± 0.03 0.92± 0.03
BN: Hill Climber 84.24± 3.03 0.79± 0.05 0.10± 0.03 0.92± 0.02
BN: TAN 90.65± 2.14 0.87± 0.04 0.05± 0.02 0.97± 0.01

of two. The results for TPR were the same as with a sequence length of
two: Random Forest, SVM trained with the Polynomial Kernel and KNN
K=2 yielded 0.96 for TPR. The same outcome occurred for FPR, for which
SVM trained with the Normalised Polynomial Kernel was the best, at 0.02.
Finally, the result for AUC were also the same as in opcode length 2.

We would like to point out several observations from the experiments.
First, the best overall results were obtained with polynomial kernel classifiers
and decision trees. These two types of classifiers have a long history on text
classification and they behave well in this domain too. Second, Bayesian
networks, even though they detect much of the malware, yielded a high false
positive ratio. Because minimising false positive ratio is one of our goals,
we do not support these methods for unknown malware detection. Finally,
K-Nearest Neighbour, in spite of being a very simple method, yielded very
favourable results.
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6. Discussion

The obtained results validate our initial hypothesis that building an unk-
nown malware detector based on opcode-sequence is feasible. The machine-

Figure 9: Comparison of the results in terms of accuracy of the classifiers for an opcode-
sequence length of 1.

Figure 10: Comparison of the results in terms of FPR of the classifiers for an opcode-
sequence length of 1.
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Table 6: Results for an opcode-sequence length of 2.

Classifier Accuracy (%) TPR FPR AUC
KNN K=1 94.83± 1.43 0.95± 0.02 0.05± 0.02 0.95± 0.01
KNN K=2 93.15± 1.72 0.96± 0.02 0.10± 0.03 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=3 94.16± 1.67 0.94± 0.02 0.05± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=4 93.89± 1.68 0.95± 0.02 0.07± 0.03 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=5 93.50± 1.85 0.92± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=6 93.38± 1.83 0.93± 0.03 0.06± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=7 92.87± 1.77 0.90± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=8 92.89± 1.92 0.91± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=9 92.10± 2.07 0.88± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=10 92.24± 2.04 0.90± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.97± 0.01
DT: J48 92.61± 1.95 0.93± 0.02 0.08± 0.03 0.93± 0.02
DT: Random Forest N=10 95.26± 1.57 0.96± 0.02 0.06± 0.03 0.99± 0.01
SVM: RBF 91.93± 2.01 0.89± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.92± 0.02
SVM: Polynomial 95.50± 1.56 0.96± 0.02 0.05± 0.02 0.95± 0.02
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 95.90± 1.59 0.94± 0.03 0.02± 0.01 0.96± 0.02
SVM: Pearson VII 94.35± 1.70 0.95± 0.02 0.06± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
Näıve Bayes 90.02± 2.16 0.90± 0.03 0.10± 0.03 0.93± 0.02
BN: K2 86.73± 2.70 0.83± 0.04 0.09± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
BN: Hill Climber 86.73± 2.70 0.83± 0.04 0.09± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
BN: TAN 93.40± 1.77 0.91± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01

learning classifiers achieved high performance in classifying unknown malware.
Nevertheless, there are several considerations regarding the viability of this
method.

Fist, the processing overhead of method is highly dependant of the length
of the opcode sequences. In our experiments, we analysed how the length of
opcode sequences influences the processing overhead of the method. In par-
ticular, we were not capable of building the classifiers with opcode sequences
longer than 2 because we could not perform the feature selection step. If we
were able to perform that step and we selected the top ranked 1,000 opcode
sequences then the classifiers could have been generated. Since the accuracy
results using a length of 2 are high, we consider that there is not benefit
of such lengths. Besides, a long opcode sequence can be easily evaded by a
malware obfuscator through code transposition techniques whereas a short
one may be harder to evade.

Second, our representation technique only employs opcodes and discards
the operands in the machine code instructions. The work of Bilar [4] studied
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Figure 11: Comparison of the results in terms of accuracy of the classifiers for an opcode-
sequence length of 2.

the representativeness of single opcodes for determine the legitimacy of an
application and it was proved that single opcodes are statistically dependant
with regards to the class of a software. However, we do not discard to enhance
our representation including operands within the instructions in a further
work. To use these operands, we have to first perform a classification of
the operands, grouping every type of operand that have the same meaning
together.

Third, because of the static nature of the proposed method, it cannot
counter packed malware. Packed malware is the result of cyphering the
payload of the executable and deciphering it when the executable is finally
loaded into memory. Indeed, static detection methods can deal with packed
malware only by using the signatures of the packers. Accordingly, dynamic
analysis seems a more promising solution to this problem [32]. One solution
to solve this obvious limitation of our malware detection method is the use of
a generic dynamic unpacking schema such as PolyUnpack [63], Renovo [32],
OmniUnpack [47] and Eureka [72]. These methods execute the sample in a
contained environment and extract the actual payload, allowing further static
or dynamic analysis of the executable. Another solution is to use concrete
unpacking routines to recover the actual payload that requires one routine
per packing algorithm [75]. Obviously, this approach is limited to a fixed
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Figure 12: Comparison of the results in terms of FPR of the classifiers for an opcode-
sequence length of 2.

set of known packers. Likewise, commercial antivirus software also applies
“X-ray” techniques that can defeat known compression schemes and weak

Figure 13: Comparison of the results in terms of accuracy for the combination of features
of opcode-sequence length of 1 and 2.
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Table 7: Results for the combination of features of opcode-sequence length of 1 and 2.

Classifier Accuracy (%) TPR FPR AUC
KNN K=1 94.73± 1.47 0.95± 0.02 0.05± 0.02 0.95± 0.01
KNN K=2 93.06± 1.75 0.96± 0.02 0.10± 0.03 0.96± 0.01
KNN K=3 94.30± 1.63 0.94± 0.02 0.05± 0.02 0.97± 0.01
KNN K=4 94.13± 1.77 0.95± 0.02 0.07± 0.03 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=5 93.98± 1.87 0.93± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=6 94.09± 1.80 0.94± 0.02 0.06± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=7 93.80± 1.88 0.92± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=8 93.80± 1.79 0.93± 0.03 0.06± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=9 93.16± 1.92 0.91± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
KNN K=10 93.20± 1.94 0.92± 0.03 0.05± 0.02 0.98± 0.01
DT: J48 92.34± 1.58 0.93± 0.02 0.09± 0.02 0.92± 0.02
DT: Random Forest N=10 94.98± 1.77 0.96± 0.02 0.06± 0.03 0.99± 0.01
SVM: RBF 91.70± 2.00 0.89± 0.02 0.05± 0.03 0.92± 0.02
SVM: Polynomial 95.50± 1.52 0.96± 0.02 0.05± 0.02 0.95± 0.02
SVM: Normalised Polynomial 95.80± 1.59 0.94± 0.02 0.02± 0.01 0.96± 0.02
SVM: Pearson VII 94.29± 1.77 0.95± 0.02 0.06± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
Näıve Bayes 89.81± 2.30 0.90± 0.03 0.11± 0.03 0.93± 0.02
BN: K2 87.29± 2.59 0.83± 0.04 0.08± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
BN: Hill Climber 87.29± 2.59 0.83± 0.04 0.08± 0.03 0.94± 0.02
BN: TAN 93.40± 1.80 0.91± 0.03 0.04± 0.02 0.98± 0.01

encryption [56]. Still, these techniques cannot cope with the increasing use of
packing techniques, and, we suggest the use of dynamic unpacking schemas
to confront the problem.

Fourth, it may seem that our method detects mainly the compiler used to
create executables. In fact, the use of a specific compiler inherently renders
an executable rich in several opcode sequences. Nonetheless, our machine-
learning method represents all information in the training dataset. We also
included a pre-processing step that conducts a feature extraction. Hence,
selection of the most relevant opcode-sequence confirms our approach goes
further than detecting different compilers. In addition, when selecting exe-
cutables to be part of the dataset, we analysed them using PEiD, a tool that
detects most common packers, cryptors and compilers for Portable Executa-
ble (PE)9 files. After removing the packed ones (our method would not be
able to detect them), there was no significant difference in the compilers used

9PE is the format of windows binary files.
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for benign software and malware. We found that the most common known
compilers in the malware dataset were Microsoft Visual Basic, Microsoft Vi-
sual C++, Borland Delphi and Borland C++. In the benign dataset, the
most common compilers were Microsoft Visual C++, Borland C++ and Bor-
land Delphi. We may be able to apply the ability to detect compilers for our
own benefit. We can apply our method to detect whether an executable is
packed. If the executable is packed, then we may unpack it using a dynamic
unpacking schema capable of extracting the original payload. Afterwards or
if the sample is not packed, we can analyse it to determine out whether it is
malware.

Finally, the use of supervised machine-learning algorithms for the model
training, can be a problem in itself. In our experiments, we used a trai-
ning dataset that is very small when compared with commercial antivirus
databases. As the dataset size grows, so does the issue of scalability. This
problem produces excessive storage requirements, increases time complexity
and impairs the general accuracy of the models [10]. To reduce dispropor-
tionate storage and time costs, it is necessary to reduce the original training
set [19]. In order to solve this issue, data reduction is normally considered an
appropriate preprocessing optimisation technique [59, 78]. Such techniques
have many potential advantages such as reducing measurement, storage and

Figure 14: Comparison of the results in terms of FPR for the combination of features of
opcode-sequence length of 1 and 2.
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transmission; decreasing training and testing times; confronting the curse
of dimensionality to improve prediction performance in terms of speed, ac-
curacy and simplicity and facilitating data visualization and understanding
[76, 20]. Data reduction can be implemented in two ways. On the one hand,
Instance Selection (IS) seeks to reduce the evidences (i.e., number of rows) in
the training set by selecting the most relevant instances or re-sampling new
ones [43]. On the other hand, Feature Selection (FS) decreases the number
of attributes or features (i.e., columns) in the training set [44]. We applied
FS in our experiments when selecting the 1000 top-ranked opcode sequences.
Because both IS and FS are very effective at reducing the size of the training
set and helping to filtrate and clean noisy data, thereby improving the accu-
racy of machine-learning classifiers [6, 21], we strongly encourage the use of
these methods.

7. Conclusions

Malware detection has become a major topic of research and concern
owing to the increasing growth of malicious code in recent years. The classic
signature methods employed by antivirus vendors are no longer completely
effective because the large volume of new malware renders them impractical.
Therefore, signature methods must be complemented with more complex
approaches that provide detection of unknown malware families.

In this paper, we present a method for malware detection. Specifically, we
propose a method for representing malware that relied on opcodes sequences
in order to construct a vector representation of the executables. In this
way, we were able to train machine-learning algorithms to detect unknown
malware variants. Our experiments show that this method provides a good
detection ratio of unknown malware while keeping a low false positive ratio.

The future development of this malware detection system will be concen-
trated in three main research areas. First, we will focus on facing packed
executables using a hybrid dynamic-static approach. Second, we plan to
apply this method for the detection of packed executables. Finally, we will
study the problem of scalability of malware databases using a combination
of feature and instance selection methods.
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